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Breakouts
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BOI
The players line up in lines and defence pairs
against the boards outside the blue line. The centers
line up on the boards with either wing. The lines
and defence pairs go in order and the puck is shot
into the defensive zone by the coach. The coach
indicates the method of bringing the puck out
of the end.

BO2
The drill starts with a three-on-two from one end.
After the shot, on the whistle, three new forwards
break out in the opposite direction on a new set of
defmce.
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BO3
Line up the players, by position as shown at the blue
line. The puck is shot in by the center and the first
player in each line moves in to bring the puck out.
The coach designates the method of bringing the
puck out of the end. The breakout progresses the
length of the ice as a five-on-two. When the offen-
sive play is completed another breakout starts from
the opposite end using another offensive line and
defence pair starting at the far blue line. The defence
pair who started the play follows it down the ice
and then acts defensively for the next five-on-two.



9,04
place four defence and one forward line on the ice asshown. One of the Dspasses the puck to a forward
yd they:om: olt quickty A"*ililo. ,i", anackthe.opposing D for one scoring opport rniù, *,"r,
lick lp a loose puck in the 

"À";;il; the drirlthe o,ther way. The players continue to go ive.on_two for a maximum of two minutes. èf;'*g" fi""r.

806
Thecoach shoots a puck in for a five.on-zerobreakout. As the plavp.,"t to tt*;"à:ffi :'.HH::*ï: ffi ,ithree times before theplayers g; d;;;;r" downthe ice and aftack the iar ioal. 
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ro5
)osition the four Ds and forwards as shown. On thevhistle, Df and D2 skate Uu.t*".J*îtiôi 

O**grp a puck and feedine a curling F, tt;;;h tt,"riddle for a three-on_itrna o +. arte. 
";;;;J"'.:'"iff ilîîm,i,lt up a breakout for the forwardri", 

"'rf,J*.**"ll.1Tî::-*. against Dr and Dt t";ficonrin-:s until the coach signals u fi"" 
"i*gl-. 

*'*

BO7
Dl,D2,Xl,X2,and X3 break out, regroup with D3and D4 and then witr-r olanJ ;;'frri;;L-""_(D3 and D4 step our for th;À;;_;;,;, and D2skate through tà the opposite corners and start thenexr breakout with xl,kz,*d*;;;d D4 comeback in for the two re

on_zero and a secondFotPt 
finishing with a five-

the coach. 
point shot after a pass from
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BO8
Tre players break out five-on-zero and on the whistle

or a lcote, return for a three-on-two attack against

the D who followed up ice on the breakout'

BO9
D I shoots on goal then retrieves the puck and passes

to D2, in the opposite corner. Fl,F2, and F3 skate

into the zone.tland F3 switch lanes. D2 Passes to

F3 and then F3 to F | . F I goes wide and deeP, delays,

and passes to a late'coming Dl. F2 and F3-regroup at

the blue line, receive a puck from the coach, and go

two-on-one against D2.

BO l0
Break out five against one forechecker'
The coach shoots the puck in and the defence

must always read the forecheckingbefore moving

thepuck.

BOll
Break out five against two forecheckers'

The coach shoots the puck in and the defence must

read the Pressure and pick options available'

BO 12
Break out five against three forecheckers'

The coach shooæ the puck in and the defence must

read the type of forechecking and react accordingly

with the proPer breakout.

BO 13
Break out five-against-five.
The breakout grouP starts on the blue line and the

forechecking grouP starts halfway between the blue

line and the center line. The coach shoots the puck in

to start the drill. The drill can end when the one

group breaks out or the forechecking teams score or

the puck is frozen for a faceoff.
Variation: After the puck is shot in, the play

continues for a designated time (20 or 30 seconds)'
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BO8
The players break out five-on-zero and on the whistle

or a scol€, return for a three-on-two attack against

the D who followed uP ice on the breakout.

BO9
D I shoots on goal then relrieves the puck and Passes
toD2,in the oPPosite comer. Fl,tl,and F3 skate

into the zone. F}and F3 switch lanes. D2 Passes to

F3 and then F3 to Fl. Fl goes wide and deep, delays,

and passes to a late-coming Dl. F2 and F3 reglouP at

the blue line, receive a Puck from the coach, and go

two-on-one against D2.

BO l0
Break out five against one forechecker'
The coach shoots the puck in and the defence

must always read the forechecking before moving

thepuck.

BO t l
Break out five against two forecheckers.

The coach shoots the puck in and the defence must

read the Pressure and pick options available'

BO 12
Break out five against thtee forecheckers'

The coach shoots the puck in and the defence must

read the type of forechecking and react accordingly

with the ploper breakout.

BO t3
Break out five-against-five.
The breakout SouP starts on theblue line and the

forechecking grouP starts halfway between the blue

line and the center line. The coach shoots the puck in

to start the drill. The drill can end when the one

group breaks out or the forechecking teams scole or

the puck is frozen for a faceoff.
Variation: After the puck is shot in, the play

continues for a designated time (20 or 30 seconds)'


